Sub-ppm multi-gas photoacoustic sensor.
A photoacoustic multi-gas sensor using tuneable laser diodes in the near-infrared region is reported. An optimized resonant configuration based on an acoustic longitudinal mode is described. Automatic tracking of the acoustic resonance frequency using a piezo-electric transducer and a servo electronics is demonstrated. Water vapour, methane and hydrogen chloride have been measured at sub-ppm level in different buffer gas mixtures. The importance of the system calibration in presence of several diluting gases is discussed. Finally, trace gas measurements have been assessed and detection limits (signal-to-noise ratio=3) of 80 ppb at 1651.0 nm for CH(4), 24 ppb at 1368.6 nm for H(2)O and 30 ppb at 1737.9 for HCl have been demonstrated.